
The Eightfold Paradigm [v1.3] 
 

The Eightfold Paradigm is a consensus of many beings, who through combining their souls, maintaining a perpetual 

metaconcert (mental link) and via psychic and divine amplification, as a whole, act as a deity of sorts, based on the 

concepts of absolute freedom, including freedom of expression, passion, lust, desires and hedonism of any sort. They 

receive energy from those who pray to them, and allow their subjects to do whatsoever they wish, as long as they offer 

prayers, even and including tormenting or murdering their subjects, who they will resurrect.  

 In a complex manner, the original eight founding members (i.e. Barryi, Chivane, Draax, Ragnaroc Amethyst, 

Shimmer, Jasmine, and Illia) each represent one of the Eight Sins of Mortals, and simultaneously, represent one of the 

Eight Virtues of Mortals, providing a balanced, yet chaotic and disjointed equilibrium. Neoni, who falls in the centre as 

the ninth member, is essentially neutral, and a mediator of thoughts in their mental matrix, and with their secondaries, 

who may have their own combinations of virtues and sins, and the Children of the Paradigm, the offspring of the 

primary members, some of which are their secondaries.  

 The Eightfold Paradigm is not intrinsically good or evil on the moral axis. Each member, and the consensus, is 

capable of performing on either end of the spectrum. Further, although many of their actions are chaotic, there is a strong 

binding ethos both between the members, who are in fact a unified (e.gi married) ‘family’, and their patrons. They 

support those who worship them in many ways, and although they meddle, some members refuse to try to persuade 

others from worshiping them, while others actively try to gain more followers.  

 This places them on the extreme axis of morals and ethics, making The Eightfold Paradigm completely multi-

aligned. They accept followers of any moral or ethical outlook, but the primary consensus between them all is that 

people should do what they feel is right to do, from the perspective of each and every individual person. In terms of 

ethics, the idea of imposing a set of societal rules is held in distain, and although a few members believe that their 

subjects should follow their rule, the balancing force of personal liberty and freedom outweighs this aspect. Therefore, in 

terms of societal reflection, they are often seen as a force of chaos, and in fact, their influence can disrupt many types of 

societies, particularly those that enforce strict laws based on specific moral or immoral legal codes.  

In line with this, The Paradigm will also grant the wishes of their most devout subjects, and are usually seen as an 

unwanted and disruptive (extremely chaotic) influence in most societies. This wish0granting must of course be requested 

by the proper means, although should an ephemeral be inside the divine real of The Eightfold paradigm, or otherwise 

outside the rules that prevent deities or ascended, or even quasi-ascended beings from interfering with ephemerals, they 

may grant any request. 

 Some, such as Chivane, Amethyst and Ragnaroc may require payment or some kind of extreme exchange for this 

act, and others such as Barryi, Shimmer and Illia may do it simply because they feel like doing it, with some amount of 

personal flair added, or additional (non-requested) effects. Draax and Jasmine are less heavy-handed, and also the least 

likely to grant any special request unless they see some real need for it, but are the most likely to grant it accurately. 

Ragnaroc may pervert a request out of mischief, Chivane out of sadism, Barryi for dramatic flair, Amethyst for 

amusement (keeping with the exact words of the request, rather than the true intent), Shimmer to better please the 

recipient (and possibly fail to do this), and Illia out of misplaced child-like kindness. This includes granting supernatural 

abilities, changing the species of another, creating an object (including potent artefacts), or fulfilling some lifelong dream 

or desire. Draax is most likely to give exactly what is requested, and Jasmine for the sake of curiosity of the outcome.  

The most common religious icon is a complex mandala, which is identical to the real mandala that The Paradigm 

use for channelling energy. 

The Eightfold Paradigm derives its name from the eight founding members, although it actually has more than 

eight in most of its later history. In fact, each member has two Secondaries—members selected to work under one of the 

founding members—and auxiliary members, or slots open for up to two if they do not already have these chosen, 

marking the spots of the centre of the diorama and both the main and the core of the Ragnaroc position of the mandala.  

The mandala is an octagram,, inside an octagon. Each face of the octagon is also connected to the centre—where 

there is a circle—by a direct line to that circle (but not intersecting it), and the other end of each of these lines terminates 

at the middle of each of the eight faces of the octagon, ending in a small metal sphere. A line connects from the centre of 

each metal sphere to form another octagon, inscribed within the main octagon, so that the centre of each face of the 

smaller octagon is parallel to the points of the larger octagon. 

 The large octagon is circumscribed by a circle, at a moderate distance from the large octagon, and an sngled line 

connects the points of the large octagon, through the circular rim, to a large round point: Each large round point 

represents a primary member of The Paradigm, with one of these containing a smaller circle within it, connected to the 

outward circle with a single line that extends out from the line that connects that circle to the inner ring.  



 To each primary circle, two smaller circles are connected via lines extending at 45° from the vertical baseline of 

the line that connects the large circle to the inner-ring, and each set of two smaller circles is further connected by a third 

direct line, making a triangle.  

 One of the smaller circles is set inward, and the other further away, connecting it to the outmost ring of the 

mandala. The inner-most smaller circle of each node is connected by a curved line to the base of the next large circle in 

series in a clockwise fashion, touching the large circle and the point at which that circle connects to the inner-ring and 

the line that connects that large circle through to the large octagon inside the inner-ring. 

 Each large circle, including the one at the core is dedicated to a primary member of the The Paradigm. The eight 

large circles in the inner-ring are each dedicated to a specific member of the The Paradigm, and are distributed evenly 

around the inner-ring.  

 The octagonal portions are a crystal blue, and all the lines of the frame are a golden-coppery colour. The large 

circles are all red, and the outer circles for each have unique colours in pairs, with these colours giving further indication 

as to the member of The Paradigm assigned to each.  

 Starting with the circle for Ragnaroc, which is the only one with an inner-ring for the half-draconic offspring of 

Ragnaroc (name needed), and going in clockwise fashion, the dedications, and the colours of the primary circles and the 

circles for Secondaries are as follows: 

 Ragnaroc: Red, with a red core; mottled red and grey for Secondaries. 

 Amethyst: Red, with violet smaller circles for Secondaries. 

 Shimmer: Red with smaller blue circles for Secondaries. 

 Illia:  Red, with smaller pale green circles for Secondaries. 

 Jasmine: Red, with smaller amber circles for Secondaries. 

 Chivane: Red, with smaller red circles for Secondaries. 

 Barryi: Red, with prismatic smaller circles for Secondaries. 

 Draax: Red, with smaller emerald-green circles for Secondaries. 

 Neoni:  Core of the mandala; no Secondaries. 

 

The Secondaries, effectively high-priests hat share a portion of the power of the Paradigm) (to date) for each primary 

member of The Paradigm are: 

Ragnaroc:  None 

Amethyst:  Queen Elvaria (at present, partly turned against The Paradigm by Maltasar) 

Shimmer:  Tsvarius (expelled); two needed. 

Illia:   Midnas Valmo (candidate); one further required. 

Jasmine:  Fayn’zo; one further required. 

Chivane:  None; two required.  

Barryi:  Taziel (abomination daughter), Boereth. 

Draax:  Lady Nariel T;Nessir (candidate); one needed. 

Neoni:  None; possibly son or daughter in the future.  

 

 

Paradigm Primary Members 
 

Barryi 
Name: Barryi of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Necrerotiphant (an Undead of very special origins); originally human, transformed into a Quasi-Incubus by a 

lesser deity, and converted self into an Ultimate Necrerotiphant. 

Gender: Hermaphroditic female form (both genital sets); originally male; can assume any gender, including exotic or 

alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'9", 36DD/E (perky, small slightly purple orioles), 24, 34. Skinny toned thighs, and toned arms; versed 

in martial arts and dancing. 

Skin tone: Opalescent white with slightly scaled appearance. 

Eyes: Violet, Red and green miasma, with prismatic sparkles; black cornea; can cause them to illuminate. 

Hair: Waist length black, with red and white (mixed) shock on right side) 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; normal feet; tail (devilish, violet) with bony violet ridge extending up spine. 

Horns: Golden, long, slightly curved devilish horns, about 6” long (including one circular loop), that are banded, with 



the golden bands about ¾” wide, wrapping them, and a faint violet glow seen between the bands. 

Teeth: Fanged canines. 

Tongue: Very long, serpentine. 

Wings: Violet, feathered, ending in tips of flame. 

Special: Body fluids may be any colour, but are generally an opalescent, clear violet. 

Clothing: Very transparent (almost invisible) violet scaled dress, waist-up (hem just above genitals), with garters 

connecting to matching leggings. 

Eyegear: Steampunk (welding-type) brass goggles with ear lops and violet lenses; may be worn on eyes, over head (up) 

or not worn, depending on mood. 

Jewellery: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. large amulet with blue octagonal crystal. 

Belt: Fine links of golden and black metal on which hangs a scabbard: 

Scabbard: For Nightfall made of Chromatic crystal with golden starfields. 

Weapon: Nightfull, a bastard sword made of Xzerium and Zynnium with a hilt of golden and black metal: Its bade is 

black with starfields in it; the hilt is made of Xzerium, and wound with Zynnium (golden metal with black flares). 

Accessories: Opalescent white Tri-corn (pirate) hat; may be removed, and will not be worn if glasses are on head (in up 

position, not over eyes). 

Demeanour: Lusty, greedy, arrogant, creative, wrathful, protective of possessions and lovers (same thing), chaotic, 

keeps promises. 

Talents: B&D, S&M, Immortal (can be impaled or cut, and will ooze a clear violet fluid.), shape-shifting (any form), 

chaos magic, absurdly powerful pheromones, hypnosis, indulgence, seduction, martial arts and dancing.. 

Married / Unified To: Chivae, Draax, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Founded and organised the Paradigm, and is responsible for making most of the psychic and 

mystical items that boost their power, as well as their weapons and other relics. Destroyed another rival pantheon. 

Portfolio: Hedonism, Craft, Geometry, Alchemy, Pleasure, Vengeance, Loyalty, Bards, Life, Undead, Freedom, 

Trickery 

Spheres of Channeling: Alchemy, Artifice, Creation, Erotica, Song, Charm, Necromantic 

Sin Representation: Lust 

Virtue Representation: Gallantry 

 

 

Draax 
Name: Draax of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Feline Humanoid (Zo’rani) 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'10" 36DD (slightly bouncy), 26, 34; skinny (non-toned) from little manual labour,  with long fingers. 

5'9", 36DD/E (perky, small slightly purple orioles), 24, 34. Skinny toned thighs, and toned arms; versed in martial arts 

and dancing. 

Skin tone: Covered in snow-white fur. 

Eyes: Emerald green; black, feline cornea; feline reflectivity. 

Hair: Short white hair on body, long white hair on head, fluffy white tail. 

Ears: White, feline. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; normal feet; tail (feline). 

Teeth: Feline canines. 

Tongue: Slender, narrow and somewhat rough. 

Clothing: Multicoloured robe, with an entirely open and revealing front. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. 1.5M staff made of semi-liquid dull-

grey metal dull grey, capped with a cats’ claw of the same material clutching a spherical topaz. A bracelet of that same 

semi-liquid metal (flowing metal) with another large topaz surrounded by wings that wrap around the bracelet. 

Belt: Dull-grey, semi-liquidic material in the form of an oroborus; aliws gender changes. 

Weapon: Catspaw, a set of white gloves is composed of a hybrid of leather and metal, woven together, with a metallic 

green eye symbol on each. The gloves function as a weapon, and on command, eight-inch razor-sharp claws made of 

white metal extend from each. 

Accessories: None visible. 



Demeanour: Curious, inventive, scientific, inquisitive, secretive; aspirations for power. 

Talents: Artifice, mystical theory, business spent centuries in limbo, patience for long-term plans. 

Married / Unified To: Chivae, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Created pandimensional space with an artificial nexus point and flexible timeflow. Became Immortal 

using own powers. 

Portfolio: Magic, Knowledge, Felines, Secrets, Sexuality, Community, Craft 

Spheres of Channeling: Artifice, Geometry, Knowledge, Mentalism, Numbers, Thought, Travel 

Sin Representation: Envy 

Virtue Representation: Patience 

 

 

Chivane (Old) 
Name: Chivane of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Quasi-Succubus; originally human, converted into a quasi-succubus by a lesser god. 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 6', 36D (very firm with violet areolas), 26, 38, muscular.  

Skin tone: Crimson. 

Eyes: Violet. 

Hair: Long, black. 

Horns: Golden, long, slightly curved devilish horns 

Teeth: Fanged canines and pointed incisors. 

Tongue: Very long, serpentine, snake-forked.. 

Wings: Black feathered. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (demonic). 

Clothing: Red and black leather, BSDM-esque, metal greaves, burgundy stilettos, spiralling red metal bracers.. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. Black and red whip with electrical 

prongs. A ruby-red metal amulet shaped like a preying mantis. 

Belt: Black leather belt with ruby-red, metal decorations; allows gender change at will. 

Weapon: Nocturne, a longsword is made of pure black moraeum, with a recurved blade, etched with serpentine patterns, 

inlaid in red metal. The moraeum crossguard is shaped like fully-extended batwings, and the pommel a female devil 

head, with black diamonds for eyes and red metal inlay for the lips; also a jet black longbow and black arrows with 

crimson fletching in a maroon quiver. 

Accessories: Hidden knives and daggers. 

Demeanour: Sadistic, domineering, demanding, greedy. 

Talents: Assassination, thieving, politics, poisons; B&D, S&M, torture, seduction. 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: ? 

Portfolio: Sexuality, Murder, Stealth, Souls, Thieves, Combat, Beauty, Wealth, Domination 

Spheres of Channeling: Chaos, Darkness, Destruction, Erotica, Hex, Shadow, War 

 

 

Chivane (Updated, post Selmenos Encounter) 
Name: Chivane of The Eightfold Paradigm  

Species: Succubus; originally human, converted into a devil by a lesser god, and elevated to a full Succubus by 

Selmenos. 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'9”, 36E (very firm with violet areolas, pierced with Nalucent bars), 24, 36, very lean, very curvy.  

Skin tone: Chalky white, with pink, blushing tones; can change as desired. 

Eyes: Orange irises, flickering with amber and red inner flame. 

Hair: Long, black. 

Horns: Swirled golden and platinum, long, slightly curved devilish (ram) horns 

Teeth: Long, fanged canines. 

Tongue: Very long, serpentine, snake-forked; can curve to any shape, fold, and coil. 

Wings: Shiny black, feathered with tips of fire. 



Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (2.2M long, demonic, with violet tip and violet ridge up spine). 

Clothing: Silver-threaded dress. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. Black and red whip with electrical 

prongs. A ruby-red metal amulet shaped like a preying mantis. 

Belt: Nalucent metal belt (silver, with streaks of burgundy, red, and amber) belt with ruby-red, metal decorations; allows 

gender change at will. 

Weapon: Nocturne, a longsword is made of pure black moraeum, with a recurved blade, etched with serpentine patterns, 

inlaid in red metal. The moraeum crossguard is shaped like fully-extended batwings, and the pommel a female devil 

head, with black diamonds for eyes and red metal inlay for the lips; also a jet black longbow and black arrows with 

crimson fletching in a maroon quiver. 

Accessories: Hidden knives and daggers. 

Demeanour: Sadistic, domineering, demanding, greedy. 

Talents: Assassination, thieving, politics, poisons; B&D, S&M, torture, seduction. 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: ? 

Portfolio: Sexuality, Murder, Stealth, Souls, Thieves, Combat, Beauty, Wealth, Domination 

Spheres of Channeling: Chaos, Darkness, Destruction, Erotica, Shadow, Souls, War 

Sin Representation: Wrath 

Virtue Representation: Courtesy 

 

 

 

Ragnaroc 
Name: Ragnaroc of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Dragon (Magma Variety) 

Gender: Female; can assume humanoid or draconic form. 

Measurements (Humanoid): 5'10", 32C (soft), 24, 32 

Measurements (Draconic): 32-feet nose to tail. 

Skin tone: Black and glowing red/orange scales.. 

Eyes: glowing molten red (like molten metal). 

Hair: Scarlet in humanoid form. 

Horns: Three black horns, left, right and centre, with centre being the longest, forward curved.. 

Teeth: Draconic. 

Tongue: Very long, serpentine, in either form. 

Wings: Black & dark grey with veins of fire (only when in in draconic form) 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (humanoid), four limbs with claws, and wings (draconic). 

Clothing: None. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger/claw. Molten a unique set of red and 

black scale nalucent armour is far more than it appears on the surface. Although for an average person, it is merely an 

amazing set of scale mail, for those that know how to use it, it is a masterpiece that grants draconic powers and features 

to the wearer.  

Belt: None. 

Weapon: Magma Stream (erupts from mouth), claws (draconic form only) and Dragonspell. 

Accessories: None, 

Demeanour: Extremely greedy, arrogant, proud; loves luxury and praise. Somewhat childish. 

Talents: N/A 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Chivane, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Impregnated by a Necrerotiphant (Barryi); has laid an egg; spent centuries in limbo. 

Portfolio: Greed, Pleasure, Sensuality, Fire, Debauchery, Lust, Earth  

Spheres of Channeling: Chaos, Charm, Elements (Fire), Elements (Earth), Hex, Mentalism, Protection. 

Sin Representation: Greed 

Virtue Representation: Diligence 

 

 



 

Shimmer 
Name: Shimmer of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Serpentine Humanoid 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'6", 34C (very firm with blue areolas)..  

Skin tone: White with slight prismatic shimmering.. 

Eyes: Ivory, with flecks of colour; black corneas.. 

Hair: Long, dark blue-green. 

Teeth: Serpentine. 

Tongue: Long, serpentine, snake-forked.. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (lizard). 

Clothing: None. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger; and a green metal collar with an 

aquamarine jewel. 

Belt: Silver, chain belt with many, coloured jewels; allows gender change at will. 

Weapon: ? 

Accessories: None. 

Demeanour: Liberated, scholarly, sensual. 

Talents: Poison breath (as desired). 

Species: Serpentine Humanoid.  

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Chivane, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Laid eggs once, after being raped by a slave under her; that slave was killed; was a former slave of 

Barryi, purchased at auction and learned that slavery isn’t always a bad thing. 

Portfolio: Reptiles, Family, Magic, Sensuality, Poison, Slavery 

Spheres of Channeling: Animal, Elements (Earth), Erotica, Guardian, Protection, Wards 

Sin Representation: Vainglory 

Virtue Representation: Charity 

 

 

 

Jasmine 
Name: Jasmine of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Feline Humanoid (Zo’rani) 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'9", 34D (soft), 24, 34, somewhat muscular. 

Skin tone: Covered in snow-white amber with leopard spots. 

Eyes: Amber; black, feline cornea; feline reflectivity. 

Ears: Feline 

Hair: Short leopard hair on body, medium length, fluffy orange hair on head, leapord tail. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (feline). 

Teeth: Feline canines. 

Tongue: Slender, narrow and somewhat rough. 

Clothing: Grey, black and violet robes, revealing cleavage with slightly transparent overall look. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. An amulet of polished ivory with two 

spectral hands crossing each-other. 

Belt: Shiny white metal links; can use to change gender at will.. 

Weapon: Shadowclaw, a mighty scimitar is made of a translucent mixture of sirium (raimbow-sheen silvery metal) and 

Adamantium (dull-grey metal), giving it a shadowy, crystalline appearance, Folded to enhance its sharpness and 

enchanted both to be magically sharp and light, with inlaid moraeum (black) and lantrium (white) runes of power. The 

crossguard is s-curved, shaped like an outstretched leopard, and made from ferronobilium (metallic blue-grey), which is 

also translucent, but to a lesser-degree than the blade, with a pommel set with a bright mystically faceted stone made of 

mixed emerald and topaz.  The blade is enchanted so that it, and its hilt can be individually set to any level of 

transparency, from opaque to completely invisible.  



Accessories: Mithril collar. 

Demeanour: Reserved, jovial, enjoys flying (and sexual encounters in flight). 

Talents: Channeling positive necromancy. 

Married / Unified To: Chivae, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Amethyst, Shimmer, Draax, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Deathmage; former slave of Barryi. 

Spheres: Death, Life, Souls, Felines, Battle 

Spheres of Channeling: Astral, Charm, Elements (Air), Erotica, Necromantic, Shadow, Souls 

Sin Representation: Sloth 

Virtue Representation: Humility 

 

 

 

 

Amethyst 
Name: Amethyst of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Dark Elf 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5’7”, 36DD (soft), 24, 36, lean. 

Skin tone: Tanned. 

Eyes: Bright Magenta 

Hair: Past shoulders, violet. 

Teeth: Normal. 

Ears: Elven pointed (not long). 

Tongue: Normal. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet. 

Clothing: Skimpy, purple leather.  

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger; mithril collar, engraved with an 

octagram in side of which is an octagonal amethyst at the centre. 

Belt: White metal chain belt, studded with cut amethyst stones; can use to change gender at will. 

Weapon: Dominator, a rod of power is approximately one half a metre in length with a small taper, a handle drip, and a 

head shaped like a spiral with thorns; it is composed of black moraeum, with a wrapped design of feathers and chains in 

violet-tinted aerium (slightly chromatic silver), and the swirls and thorns on the head are made of a glowing red-orange 

metal. 

Accessories: ? 

Demeanour: Controlling, honourable, sincere, devoted. 

Talents: Legal matters, divine power, seduction, B&D, D&M. 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Chivane, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Forged pacts with extra-dimensional beings. Wrote a soul-bonding pact; priestess. 

Portfolio: Elves, Lust, Community, Law, Night, Stars, Devils, Daemons, Trickery, Illusion, Domination, Slavery, 

Contracts 

Spheres of Channeling: Darkness, Erotica, Divination, Elements (Electricity), Healing, Hex, Summoning.  

Sin Representation: Pride 

Virtue Representation: Temperance 

 

 

Illia 
Name: Illia of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Undying Necrerotiphant; originally human, converted into a Necrerotiphant by Barryi, and made Undying 

instead of Undead by Kaalana Saeroa. 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 4'7" 32C (very perky), 20, 30 (very petite). 

Skin tone: Average to Fair. 

Eyes: Green 



Hair: Short, pink. 

Teeth: Normal. 

Tongue: Normal. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet, tail (pink, kitty). 

Wings: White, feathered, angelic.. 

Ears: Pink, kitty ears. 

Special: Body fluids may be any colour, but are generally an blood red.. 

Clothing: Very transparent (almost invisible) and skimpy, or body paint (purple). 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger; green leather collar; a tiara and a 

matching ring (both with triangular red jewels), both made of dull-grey metal. 

Belt: White metal chain belt, studded with cut amethyst stones; can use to change gender at will. 

Weapon: ? 

Accessories: A jade green tattoo of flowing leaf-like designs on her left shoulder. 

Demeanour: Sweet, innocent, masochistic, simple, gets off from extreme pain. 

Talents: Natural world, B&D, S&M, Immortal (can be impaled or cut, and will ooze a blood-red.), shape-shifting (any 

form), absurdly powerful pheromones, hypnosis, easily influenced.. 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Ragnaroc, Chivane, Shimmer, Jasmine, Amethyst, Neoni. 

Accomplishments: Originally a savage, captured by Barryi & co., then broken by them to enjoy pain; lover of Midnas 

Valmo; pregnant with his child. 

Portfolio: Nature, Learning, Humans, Plants, Animals, Day, Light, Servitude 

Spheres of Channeling: Animals, Astral, Celestial, Erotica, Lights, Plants, Travel 

Sin Representation: Gluttony 

Virtue Representation: Kindness 

 

 

Neoni 
Name: Neoni of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Nathair Stoirl 

Gender: Female; can assume humanoid or serpentine form. 

Measurements (Humanoid): 6’5”,  36DD (soft), 28, 38 

Measurements (Serpentine): 750-feet nose to tail. 

Skin tone: Black with flecks of red and blue. 

Eyes: Black with starfields. 

Hair: Black with shimmering white, red and blue points of light. 

Teeth: Slightly pointed in humanoid form. 

Tongue: Very long, serpentine, in either form. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; knee-length tail (humanoid), four limbs with claws, and wings 

(draconic). 

Clothing: A form0fitting black robe. 

Jewellery/Accessories: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger/claw; and Xzerium circlet (black metal 

with starfields. 

Belt: None. 

Weapon: None. 

Accessories: None, 

Demeanour: Fascinated by time; family-oriented. 

Talents: N/A 

Married / Unified To: Draax, Barryi, Chivane, Amethyst, Shimmer, Jasmine, Illia, Ragnaroc. 

Accomplishments: Immortal; capable of regeneration; had temporal link with offspring. 

Portfolio: Space, Time, Darkness, Night, Protection, Family, Childbirth, Serpents, Water 

Spheres of Channeling: Creation, Dimension/Space, Elements (Air), Elements (Water), Knowledge, Time, Weather. 

Sin Representation: Acedia (Apathy) 

Virtue Representation: Chastity 

 

Associates, of the Paradigm 



 

 

Children of the Paradigm 

 

Taziel 
Name: Taziel, Child of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Hybrid, Genetically Engineered, part Necrerotiphant and part many-other-things. 

Gender: Female form (both genital sets); can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'8", 36C (very perky with bluish-grey areolas), 24, 36. 

Skin tone: Very pale violet. 

Eyes: Emerald green. 

Hair: Past shoulders, dark violet and silver. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (devilish, light violet with dark violet bulbous tip). 

Horns: Golden, short, goat-like. 

Teeth: Normal 

Tongue: Long, very flexible. 

Wings: Violet, feathered, angelic. 

Special: Body fluids may be any colour, but are generally clear-white.. 

Clothing: Very transparent (almost invisible) violet satin dress, does not cover below waist.  

Jewellery: Black ring with fire opal (oval) on right wedding finger. Large amulet with blue octagonal crystal. 

Belt: None 

Scabbard: For Kromio, made of green and white metal that is embossed with designed of naked women. 

Hilt of sword (bastard sword) of intertwined golden and black metal. 

Weapon: Kromio: The blade always sheds a multicromatic light, and is made of chomorium and virium, which means it 

always dances with multicoloured metallic hues with the flicker of frosty stars on its surface; however it will glow more 

brightly in different additional colours (an outer-aura) for each type of creature near it as follows: 

 Outsider-types (White) 

 Dragon (Orange) 

 Undead (Violet) 

 Human-types (Blue) 

 Fey (Teal) 

 Animal (Tan) 

 Monstrous Creature (Pink) 

 Aberration (Yellow) 

 Construct (Sky Blue) 

 Magical Beast (Purple) 

 Ooze (Grey) 

 Vermin (Chartreuse)   

 Plant (Green) 

 Horror (Gold) 

 God (Opalescent) 

(Overlapping auras will cause a shimmering effect of each aura colour.) 

Accessories: Opalescent purple Tri-corn (pirate) hat; may be removed. 

Demeanour: Lusty, curious, childish, impatient, chatty.  

Talents: B&D, S&M, Immortal (can be impaled or cut, and will ooze a clear violet fluid.), shape-shifting (any form), , 

absurdly powerful pheromones, hypnosis, indulgence, dancing; can shift genders and form; always maintains a female 

appearance with desired genitals 

Relationship to Paradigm: Complicated relationship; child of the pantheon; genetically engineered with DNA from 

Barryi, Jasmine, Amethyst, Illia, Chivane, Jasmine, Draax and Ragnaroc. She is less than one week old but fully grown 

to adulthood in a machine. 

Status as an Associate: Child of the Paradigm, and Secondary of Barryi. 

Accomplishments: Created by Barryi in a genetic sequencer, using the genetic material from Barryi, and some traita 

from others, and some animal (e.g. goat, bird) genetics. Given 98% of the memories and experiences of the Paradigm 



members as genetic memory, her mind shattered at creation and formed a very perky, girlish, and childlike personality as 

a shield against the horrors of her memory. 

 

T’Ambar 
Name: T;’Ambar, Child of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Dark Elf / Necrerotiphant cross-breed with Necrerotiphant traits. 

Gender: Female form (both genital sets); can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 5'6", 34D (very perky with bluish-grey areolas), 22, 36. 

Skin tone: White, with a light opalescent tone. 

Eyes: Di-Chromatic Deep-Magenta (right) and Amber (left). 

Hair: Past shoulders, violet with a chromatic streak. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (devilish, white with blue stripe from base of spine, ending at 

the tip). 

Horns: Golden, small, pointy. 

Teeth: Fanged canines. 

Ears: Elven pointed (not long). 

Tongue: Normal. 

Wings: Silver, feathered, angelic. 

Special: Body fluids may be any colour, but are generally clear-white. 

Clothing: Semi-transparent (65% visible) violet and silver satin dress, barely teases in all aspects.  

Jewellery: Ring of Talyxiuj with eight beads of Coraeum around in equilateral positions. 

Scabbard: n/a 

Weapon: n.a 

Accessories: Tattoo of the Mandala of the Eightfold paradigm (violet) on chest, right above bust. 

Demeanour: Friendly, well-mannered, free-spirited, outgoing, talkative.  

Talents: B&D, S&M, Immortal (can be impaled or cut, and will ooze a clear violet fluid.), shape-shifting (any humanoid 

form), very powerful pheromones, debate, indulgence, dancing; politics, can shift genders and form. 

Relationship to Paradigm: Genetic offspring of Barryi and Amethyst; Barryi carried the embryo. 

Status as an Associate: Child of the Paradigm, and Secondary of Barryi. 

Accomplishments: Created by Barryi in a genetic sequencer, using the genetic material from Barryi, and some traita 

from others, and some animal (e.g. goat, bird) genetics.  



 

Between Draax and The Lady Nariel IV 
 

Draax seduced Lady Nariel IV while on Saeroa Prime, and convinced the Ruling Lady to enjoy the mysical gender 

altering magic that she used. In an arrangement that would allow nariel monetary profit, and tempting access to mysical 

knowledge from another realm, Draax was able to persuade her to try. In this, The Lady Nariel impregated Draax, and 

under the care of Maltasar, the pregnancy was carried, although not without difficulties.  

 

The male child, Nadriel, has a form halfway between a human and a feline humanoid, with white hair, a tail, and clear 

grey-blue eyes. She resembles a feline humanoid, with more humanoid facial characteristics, short white fur on her body, 

a tail with a fluffy tip, and feline ears. She wears an amulet of the Paradigm, made of pure sirium (silvery metal with 

sparkling rainbow hues, and tends to wear martial-arts styled clothing, similar to a silk kimono, in violet and blue. 



Between Illia and Midnas Valmo 
 

In their meeting on the streets of Occamercanterra, Midnas became attracted to Illa, who in turn is attracted to anyone 

and anything. Midnas has no intentions or interest in the other Oaradigm members, and often finds them distasteful and 

annoying. Through intervention by an ascended Kaalana, Illia was able to convert both herself and her new lover into a 

form of Necrerotiphant beyond the scope of even normal divine mystical powers. Illia regained the status of a living 

being, and Midnas gained all True Necrerotihpant traits, without losing his mind, spirit or humanity in the process. 

 

He rarely uses any of them, save by Illia’s whims for her own enjoyment, preferring himself as he was. Both are also 

linked via an intrinsic commingling of their souls, and the normal pleasure that Illia may gain from contact with her own 

bodily fluids, or those of others is muted, while instead, she received emotional reactions to any physical contact with her 

mortal lover.  

 

Kaalana did this as an experiment, to see if a divine or ascended being could somehow create offspring with a mortal 

without the devastating side-effects that ultimately destroyed her mother Kadriana. She continually monitors the progress 

of the experiment from the shadows of other, higher realms. 

 

With the help of Maltasar, a solution was injected into Illia regularly. This produced a very painful response, but allowed 

the foetus to continue to grow. 

 

The female child was born with Necrerotiphant traints, but is otherwise human. She has a very advanced mind, and 

additional genetics that would allow for ascension, should she choose that path. Her divine abilities are buried in her 

genetics, and not available to her unless she choses a path to ascension. Her appearance is essentially human, born with 

golden hair and violet eyes, but she can shapeshift as if she was a True Necrerotiphant.  

 

Illia, Midnas and their child, despite having necrerotiphant traits, are neither compelled to lustful acts, or subject the will 

of an Ultimate Necrerotiphant. 

 

Child One: 

T’Faela 

Female, 5’ tall, silvery eyes, ginger hair, fair skin. 

 

 



Between Jasmine and Barryi, and Shimmer and Barryi 
 

Barryi, having witnessed others in the paradigm having offspring, realised that these ‘children’ had the potential to 

become the secondaries that he wanted and decided to breed with the other Paradigm members. The initial two matings 

were between Amethyst and Barryi, with Barryi carrying the child, and between Barry and both Shimmer and Jasmine, 

with both of them being impregnated, after multiple attempts.  

 

Between Shimmer and Barryi 
Five Offspring, four males, one female. Of these only one male was born with necrerotiphant traits, while the others are a 

hybrid between a serpentine lifefork and a quasi-incubus. They are born with scales and black feathered wings. The fame 

has a devilish tail, two males hae serpentine tails, and one male has a serpentine tail. Two males and the female have 

hair, the third male is bald, and the last can shapeshift and often has alternating appearances. 

 

Ea’talius 

Child One (Male, hybrid between serpentine and quasi-incucus) 

5’8” tall, red hair, hazel eyes, skin tone changed to a paired partner, base skin tone pure white and scaled. 

 

Aenahm 

Child Two (Male, hybrid between serpentine and quasi-incucus) 

6’5” tall, bald, green eyes, skin tone changed to a paired partner, base skin tone deep green. 

 

Salorius 

Child Three (Male, necretotiphant traits, cross between serpentine and quasi-incubus by heritage) 

5’8” tall, white hair, violet eyes, predisposed to mystical arts, skin tone changed whatever desired, base skin tone pale 

shimmering blue. 

 

Aktos 

Child Four (Male, hybrid between serpentine and quasi-incucus) 

6’2” tall, silver hair, red eyes, skin tone changed to a paired partner, base skin tone medium green. 

 

Vidial 

Child Five (Female, hybrid between serpentine and quasi-incucus) 

5’2” tall, silver hair, pink eyes, skin tone changed to a paired partner, base skin tone very dark blue. 

 

Between Jasmine and Barryi 
Seven offspring as one litter, six males and one female, of which two males and the female have necrerotiphant traits  as 

if they were True Necrerotiphants, and the rest are hybrids between Zo’Rani and a Quasi-Incubus. Three of these have 

more feline traits, and two more quasi-incubus traits. 

 

R’Itom 

Child One (Male, necretotiphant traits, cross between Zo’Rani and quasi-incubus by heritage) 

5’7” tall, cherry red and golden leopard spotted fur, turquoise eyes, with a feline tail, red-feathered wings and no norns. 

 

R’Sano 

Child Two (Male, cross between Zo’Rani and quasi-incubus, feline dominant.) 

6’2” tall, auburn and orange striped fur, brown eyes, with a devilish tail, no wings and no horns. 

 

R’Korinyo 

Child Three (Male, necretotiphant traits, cross between Zo’Rani and quasi-incubus by heritage) 

5’8” tall, golden hair, blue eyes, with a devilish tail, black-0feathered wings, and platinum horns. 

 

T’Zanien 

Name: T’Zanien, Child of The Eightfold Paradigm 



Species: Hybrid between Zo’Rani and a Quasi-Incubus Necrerotiphant, inheriting living DNA traits (no Necrerotiphant 

traits; Zo’Rani almost entirely dominant); Necrerotiphant traits (as True Necrerotiphant). 

Gender: Female; can assume any gender, including exotic or alien genders at will. 

Measurements: 4'9", furry, and very sensual figure at 36D/24/36. 

Skin tone: Short white fur. 

Eyes: Emerald green. 

Hair: Short, white on body; fluffy tail and long fluffy white hair on head. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (cat-like, fluffy white.) 

Horns: Twirled, golden, medium. 

Teeth: Fanged canines. 

Ears: Cat-like and furry. 

Tongue: Normal, feline rough, with a forked end. 

Wings: White, feathered, glossy. 

Clothing: None. 

Quirks: Trills and rolls consonants; rarely uses Necrerotiphant powers.  

Jewellery: A collar of Zelenium, with the Paradigm symbol, and a blue jewel in the centre. 

Scabbard: n/a 

Weapon: n/a 

Accessories: n/a; prefers not to wear symbols of status.  

Demeanour: Talkative, deeply intellectual, curious, persistent, focused. 

Talents: A very powerful channeler, with interests in metaphysics and dimensional physics, conversational, persistant. .  

Relationship to Paradigm: Genetic, fourth offspring of Barryi and Shimmer; Shmimmer carried the embryo. 

Status as an Associate: Child of the Paradigm, and Secondary of ?. 

Accomplishments:  High Priestess of the Paradigm, representing the aspects of patience, ???, and ???. 

 

 

R’Suvius 

Child Five (Male, cross between Zo’Rani and quasi-incubus, feline dominant.) 

5’11” tall, dark brown and amber striped fur, silvery eyes, and a devilish tail instead of a feline tail, and no horns. 

 

R’Mahar 
Name: R’Mahar, Child of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Hybrid between Zo’Rani and a Quasi-Incubus Necrerotiphant, inheriting living DNA traits (no Necrerotiphant 

traits); 

Gender: Male 

Measurements: 5'9", somewhat toned.. 

Skin tone: dark maroon. 

Eyes: Entirely jet black. 

Hair: Short, cropped, deep brown. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (cat-like, brown, with a lion-esque puff the end.) 

Horns: None 

Teeth: Fanged canines. 

Ears: Cat-like and furry. 

Tongue: Normal, slightly rough. 

Wings: None 

Clothing: White, with crimson and silver trim. 

Jewellery: An amulet with the Paradigm symbol made of Naluscent (his channeling focus). 

Scabbard: Naluscent and red Talyxium; holster on belt. 

Weapon: Jha’Saelde, A scimitar of Naluscent, with a gutter of Virium. It is aligned with fire and earth; also carries a 

military stazer. 

Accessories: Jhem’tak armour in white and crimson; an earring with seven alternating clear red and frosted white beads. 

Demeanour: Boisterous, eager for dueling, challenging, jovial, easily offended. 

Talents: Excellent in combat, and proficient in channeling; argues his points with verocity.  

Relationship to Paradigm: Genetic, sixth offspring of Barryi and Shimmer; Shmimmer carried the embryo. 

Status as an Associate: Child of the Paradigm, and Secondary of ?. 



Accomplishments:  Priest of the Paradigm, representing the aspects of pride, joy, conflict. 

 

 

 

R’Zarynth 

Name: R’Zarynth, Child of The Eightfold Paradigm 

Species: Hybrid between Zo’Rani and a Quasi-Incubus Necrerotiphant, inheriting living DNA traits (no Necrerotiphant 

traits; quasi-incubus almost entirely diminant); 

Gender: Male 

Measurements: 5'11", slender. 

Skin tone: Ruddish, maroon. 

Eyes: Fiery red, cat-like. 

Hair: Very long, deep violet. 

Limbs: Two hands, two arms; two legs, normal feet; tail (slender, devilish, with a puff of violet fur at the end.) 

Horns: Swirled, medium, shiny jet black. 

Teeth: Fanged canines. 

Ears: Cat-like and furry. 

Tongue: Normal, slightly rough. 

Wings: Jet black, feathered. 

Clothing: White, with silver major trim, plus violet and pale blue secondary trim. 

Jewellery: A rather plain, Adamantium ring with Paradigm symbol (his channeling focus). 

Scabbard: n/a 

Weapon: n.a 

Accessories: Earring with eight, frosted white crystals. 

Demeanour: Passive, lazy, somewhat greedy, had no interest in combat unless absolutely necessary; enjoys conversing 

about trivia.  

Talents: Very proficient channeling abilities, some scientific and alchemic talents, and minor mystical abilities, the latter 

her rarely uses; extremely proficient in summonings.. 

Relationship to Paradigm: Genetic, seventh offspring of Barryi and Shimmer; Shmimmer carried the embryo. 

Status as an Associate: Child of the Paradigm, and Secondary of ?. 

Accomplishments:  High priest of the Paradigm, representing the aspects of apathy, greed, deep thought, and foresight.  

 

 

 

 



Secondaries and Prospective Secondaries 
 

 

Boereth (secondary of Barryi); female, 5'3", sandy brown hair, slightly tanned, 34D/28/36, hazel eyes. Clothing 

unimportant, but wears a necklace with a small boat as a charm; baker of erotic confections/artisan, and loves boats and 

vessels and sweets. 

 

Midnas Valmo (Boyfriend/Lover of Illia--deeply in love, and cares nothing for her 'other relations', possible secondary 

for Illia); Originally male human, now an Undying necrerotiphant, but retains human appearance. Black hair and sky 

blue eyes, dressed in dark (royal blue); artist; quirky, nervous, but retains dignity and composure when protecting Illia; 

*he doesn't know she is a demigoddess*, or that any of these people have divine powers. *Can shift genders and form; 

but only does so if Illia requests it*; has a fobwatch and a matching ring (with a triangular red jewel), both made of dull-

grey metal. 

 

Lord Maltasaristrovanalonius / Maltasar (for short); (male Timelord, romantic association with Elvaria); 6'2" (this 

regeneration), dark brown hair, hazel eyes, wears a suit with a back coat with pale green and sky blue stripes, a violet 

vest, black pants, a silvery fobwatch in vest, and shiny black shows with dull grey metal clasps; scientist and espionage 

expert; has his own TARDIS. Former director of the Celestial Intervention Agency. 

 

Regenta Minoria, and Ruling Lady Nariel T’Ness’r (associate of Pantheon; she impregnated Draax with the helf of a 

mystical spell to grow an additional set of genitals; otherwise a virgin. female, 5'8", black hair, steel grey eyes, dressed in 

black silk with a violet hem; mage; wears a necklace and amulet with ornate symbols, in a coppery metal. 

 

'Queen' Elvaria (associate of Pantheon; romantic attachment to Maltasar); female dark elf (tanned skin), 5'11", 

34D/26/36, muscular, dark purple hair and violet eyes; wears dark colours in the blue/green ranges; assassin/mage; wears 

a locket of black and white metal and a coronet with jet and jade stones. 

 

Fayn'zo (secondary of Jasmine); 6'9" male, feline humanoid, jet black and shadowy. Wears armour made of darkness, or 

nothing, by default.  


